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Publisher Summary
Cult archaeology and professional reactions are of interest for at least four reasons: (1)
their general cultural significance, from their political and economic to their symbolic
meanings; (2) their direct effect on professional archaeology; (3) their contribution to a
better understanding of the similar and different natures of knowing in science and
religion, the meaning of meaning in different contexts, systems and audiences, (4) their
contribution to a clearer understanding of the sciencing process by reference to what it
is not. Similar to more traditional cults, some cult archaeologies attempt to give
meaning and not just explanation to being human, and they are often steeped in
symbolism and ritual activity. T hey are self-consciously eclectic or syncretistic,
recombining extant cultural forms into new shapes that nevertheless fit recognizable
patterns. Cult membership is fluid and interchangeable. People drift in and out, and
frequently overlap with other cults, even though few probably adopt every cult
archaeology as simultaneously as Jeffrey Goodman would seem to wish. Professional

archaeologists may be eclectic but do not move very easily between theoretical and
topical extremes, opposing paradigms, and organizations, however open-minded or
holistic they may be. T his chapter discusses some perceived issues that may or may not
represent majority opinion highlighting the significance of relationships between cult
archaeology and professional archaeology.
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